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Introduction
Whether you are a multi-billion dollar firm or a twenty-strong team working from a garage and scal-

ing up at a fast pace, hiring the right talent from campus couldn’t be more indispensable for your 

growth plans. The advantages are numerous; you catch them young and cheap brilliant, you estab-

lish a repeatable process year on year, and a consistent on-boarding strategy that irons out the 

uncertainties that a lateral hire brings you. 

So you are decided then. Campus hiring is the way forward. Only it’s a marathon. A typical hiring 

cycle extends the entire span of a year.

• You plan your internal process meticulously

• Numerous calls and meetings later you’ve set up your recruitment calendar

• You engage with the students shuttling to different campuses spending resources and time

• Then, on the day, you simply dole out one-size-fits-all aptitude tests and prepare to grab the best

The plan is set. Everything’s great. Or is it? You couldn’t be further from the truth. In fact, you are as 

far as Rome.
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The Trip Rome
You arrive on the campus. Voila! It’s Rome; specifically, the Colos-

seum. Archaic ways beget archaic times, we believe. The Romans 

want a war, a brand war. You oblige because, let’s face it, you want 

the best. Not everyone will survive, for that depends solely on how 

much your audience like you. You heave your brand at others of 

your ilk. Brand blood is shed. At the end of the gore, the candidates 

make their verdict and luck forbid; the only thing you recruit is a 

hefty paycheck. Our studies show that a single failed recruitment 

drive in India can cost you upwards of $1500.

“Campus recruiting is a war won one student at a time” – Jack 

Beighley, Deloitte Consulting

If only there was a magic wand you could wave and make life sim-

pler! We thought we should let you know the truth. Magic is real!

As a firm that deals with the business of recruitment by empower-

ing recruiters round the world with the power of technology, Mettl 

is in a unique position to help the recruiter.

In this short e-book we explore a typical hiring cycle to understand 

the traps it comprises of, and find out how technology, your new 

best friend, is Mr. Houdini himself.
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In the TCS youth survey (2009)* that covered 12 Indian cities and 14,000 high school children 

(now your target college group) a few trends emerged

• 46% check online sources for any information

• Only 25% went towards TV/Print ad

• 63% spend at least an hour online/day

If you had been noticing the signs and earnestly believe that technology can radically change the 

landscape of campus hiring in India, you are in good company. S. Ramadorai, the ex-CEO of TCS, 

stated after the survey came to light,-“we have to completely digitize hiring practices, not from 

campuses anymore but through interactions on the web.”

It’s time we looked at how technology could help you. And when. And where.

Here’s your typical campus hiring cycle
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TCS youth survey (2009)

http://www.hbs.edu/recruiting/mba/docs/HBS_Reimagine_Recruiting1.pdf
http://www.tcs.com/news_events/press_releases/Pages/Urban-digital-natives-TCS-Generation-Web-2.0-survey.aspx


Planning Phase 
(June – September)

During the first phase of your cycle, you would be 

predominantly spending time on laying out a plan 

for the rest of the season. This includes

 

•    JDs from business/functional units

•    Approval for requisition process

•   Select strategic partner schools

•   Campus recruitment calendar

Internal resources and spreadsheets are your best 

friends during this season since most of the infor-

mation that you require will be collected on a 

need-to-know basis. You shortlist the campuses 

you will be attending for your hiring needs and on 

the basis of it create a campus recruitment calendar.

Engagement Phase 
(September - November)

Once you have panned out the activities for the 

season, the execution phase begins. This part of 

your calendar will be used in creating traction with 

your target audience and pushing your brand into 

the midst of the candidates. The activities can be 

broadly categorized as:

 

•    Campus Presentation

•    Engagement with the candidates

This is also where the traditional model begins to 

get challenged by a host of online activities.
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Assessments Platforms 

One of the conventional modes of building traction is through competitions. Over time even  stand-alone compe-

titions themselves garner brand value and create aspirational value for the students to compete in. Here is a look 

at how Cognizant Business Consulting, a B2B business without much visibility in traditional media, used Mettl’s 

online assessment platform to create the CXO Challenge* to positively engage with top B-School candidates. If 

you are a software firm looking to hire the best developers on campus you could have a hack-a-thon or a coding 

contest delivered through such platforms. Simply put, what makes assessment platforms the next-gen of skill tests 

is how they simulate real-world problems to solve. So when you pick Mr. Awesome, he is not just so on paper, but 

in performance too.

Email to hook and engage

This is not all. An HBS report* finds that 92% of HBS students 

believe targeted emails from firms that visit campus succeed in 

catching their attention. To give a use-case, every time a student is  

registered for a test on Mettl’s platform by one of our enterprise 

clients, the candidate receives  an email notifying him about the 

same. This provides a good opportunity to the brand to keep in 

touch with the potential. But you need a reason to keep sending 

those emails, don’t you?

 

With 4 million students graduating in India every year, 0.5 million of them 

being engineers, grabbing an offer while still in campus still tops the Indian 

graduate student’s wish-list. Just what  the doctor ordered, we say.
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HBS  report

https://mettl.com/case-studies/cognizant
http://www.hbs.edu/recruiting/mba/docs/HBS_Reimagine_Recruiting1.pdf


Applicant Tracking System

For the more discerning recruiter, there is also the option of connecting with an ATS – Applicant Tracking System. 

Although conventionally ATS has been the weapon of choice for the recruiter looking to spread a wider net, 

recent trends suggest ATS might be poised to gobble the campus hiring market as well. The advantages, you 

ask?

•  Get the students to do your admin work for you: provide a portal where the candidate enters personal  

 data that’ll be later used for short-listing purposes

•  Helps file candidate information and process according to filters

•  Send in-app emails to targeted audience (in a campus hiring model this would most likely be          

 redirected through a placement office, but nevertheless, the doctor’s order remains the same)

Almost every engagement opportunity today dons a digital interface. This will not only save you precious 

resources but also help stay relevant to your target audience. We can’t stress this point enough. Your future 

employees have graduated to an online enabled eco-system. You can’t hope to find the pearls without getting 

your hands wet.

Social media is another powerful tool that recruiters are beginning to wrap their 

heads around. In the clutter of brands that a well-informed student finds himself in, 

positive engagement with your brand is your best bet at getting him to choose 

you over your competitor.
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Recruitment  Phase 
(November – April)

You are finally here. The wry smiles of the guards 

welcome you into the Colosseum. Let the fight 

begin.

Do you flash a few hundred test sheets?

Or, do you not arrive at the fight at all until you are 

required to receive the laurels, and instead have an 

emailer sent out to your candidates with a test link? 

Here’s a hint. What you achieve using technology-

enabled recruitment tests:

•  Almost complete elimination of logistics 

•  Get not hundreds, but thousands of candidates      

   to give the test simultaneously

•  Instant report generation on individual candidate’s   

   performance

• Get highly researched tests made by  experts on       

   the matter

What if the Candidate Cheats – Online 
Proctoring

Today, online assessment tests have come so far they can 

offer up to two stages of proctoring, eliminating any 

attempt at cheating:

• Web/browser proctoring that restricts a candidate from     

   browsing outside the test window

• Online webcam proctoring that gives live feed on the  

   students taking the test.

Simulated Assessments 

The magic doesn’t stop with the proctoring. 

High-end recruitment suites also have the ability to 

test  candidates on their real-world skills that 

aptitude and logical ability tests can’t fathom. 

Performance Assessment Tests, as they are called, 

measure hands-on skills of the candidate at 

problems/situations that he will be facing in your 

firm.

Psychometrics

If you partner with top recruitment assessment 

platforms, they also provide highly researched  

psychometric tests giving you the ability to 

completely size up your shortlisted candidates  

before you meet him in person at a face-to-face 

interview or, for the more progressive recruiter, at a 

tele-interview. While performance-based tests  help 

you measure skills, a well researched psychometric 

test will help you ascertain if the candidate, genius 

or not, will be a good fit for your particular 

organization and its culture. Aptitude tells only so 

much about your candidate. The rest is all in his 

attitude.

    -all stops pulled

Branding is another area that is usually given-up on 

because, there literally is so little space. The colosseum 

floor isn’t going to help you there. Recruitment suites to 

the rescue! The student interface of such recruitment 

solutions can be used as a vehicle for your brand. Typically 

there are different levels of branding where you get what 

you pay for. Such branding not only increases the brand’s 

credibility before the audience but also acts as an invest-

ment towards top-of-the-mind awareness during future 

recruitment drives.

For instance, here’s a look at how InMobi used Mettl’s 

platform and prebuilt tests to hire developers and test 

engineers from across IITs.

Integration with ATS

Recruitment test platforms can also be integrated with 

your existing ATS and HRMS (using an API), automating 

almost the entire hiring process for you. Ka-ching! 

Furthermore, such integration helps collate data from 

across each recruitment drive - lateral or fresher, and 

Go ahead. Take a moment.

provide a comparative study of the effectiveness of each 

vis-à-vis the other. Patterns can emerge from data so 

collected giving vital insights into the performance of one 

campus over another, or the performances of hires from 

one campus over another. Learning so obtained can be 

leveraged to optimize the hiring cycle by identifying 

points of redundancy or inefficiency. 
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Conclusion
It’s high time we realized that for our candidates, being online is second nature. They gravitate towards internet 

enabled channels for all their answers. 

Why not for your questions then?

Current technology enabled recruitment solutions help achieve a remarkable level of automation and bring down 

turnaround times to a mere few hours without the confusion that every campus witnesses during a placement 

week. Further to these tangible benefits, your brand also scores at standing out as quick adopter of the world your 

audience are most comfortable with – technology. 

If you are still not sure, rest easy. Why don’t you tell us about your plans this current year? We’ll do all that we can 

to help you adapt to the changing times, so when you walk away from the colosseum you can mutter under your 

breath,

 Flawless Victory.

We, at Mettl, help our partners devise state of the art assessment and recruitment solutions to find the ideal hires 

for their organizations. Our highly scalable SaaS platform incorporates a simulator driven assessment platform 

that helps evaluate the real-world skills of large numbers of students at once. This combined with our trove of well 

researched customizable pre-built tests, and dual gauge proctoring measures help our partners conduct efficient 

and effective recruitment tests. But this is only half the joy. Mettl provides complete white labeling options to help 

our partners put their brands first.

We would love to know your feedback on this e-book. You can reach us at contact@mettl.com or give us a call 

on : (+91) 92666 - 38808 
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